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Slide Out Bed Mechanism

You can rest assured to buy slide out bed mechanism

from our factory and we will offer you the best after-sale

service and timely delivery. This slide out bed mechanism

only needs to slide the front panel twice to obtain a bed of

the entire length. The cushion can be used as the

mattress of a sleeper when it is unfolded. There is a

storage function under the seat.

Product Description

Sliding Sofabed Mechanism

LINKREST is one of the leading Slide Out Bed Mechanism manufacturers and suppliers
in China. Our future is dependent on our passion for more value added and brand new
designing, high quality products and professional service while meeting our finacial
objectives. We have been investing in R&D, automatic production lines, and finding the
best solution to reduce the cost and lead time for customer satisfaction. Raw material and
transportation cost are on the rise, we have dedicated ourselves on finding technical
solutions like our DIY mechanisms and redesigned construction to ensure customer
satisfaction.
Slide Out Bed Mechanism Features & Benefits:
1. Simply slide the front board twice for a full length of bed.
2. Unfold the seat cushion as a mattress for a sleeper.
3. No need mattress but comfortable.
4. Engineering design for long-distance Synchronization for easy to open and close.
5. Three frames are of KD connection, so it is easy to make uphostery and put together for
a finished sofa bed.
6. It fits to ottoman,chair,love seat,sofa and sectional.
7. There is a storage function below the seat.
8. A base metal frame for easy to connect with arms,front and back stump.
Model and Size
Mounting size 100cm/120cm/150cm/180cm.
The related models TS100/TS120/TS150/TS180.

Slide Out Bed Mechanism Details:
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